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resolver? I'm using the list of port numbers from Wikipedia. There are: TCP: 78.22:1337, 78.22:1337/udp UDP: 53:53, 53:53/udp Where do I find the right one for my client? A: You need UDP 53 for DNS queries. There is no DHCP for DNS in the TCP/IP stack. And, TCP should be used for everything else than DNS. You may want to use
UDP for everything except DNS, just to be safe. Q: Can you gain more experience on a mount? Mounts give experience for the cost of the mount and 10 gold, and the amount of experience you gain is also specified in the cost of the mount. This seems like an odd system, or so it seems to me, as the cost of a mount says you can't have more than
10 gold, but in the same way the cost of mount says you can't have more experience than the amount you are paying for the mount. This seems like a weird design to me, given it gives advantage on the mount, given the combination of the cost of the mount with the experience you gain, and allows the cost of the mount to be lowered. It seems like
the design choice was that you should always get the most for your money by paying the lowest price, so why do we get experience instead of gold on a mount? A: I believe that the way you presented the information is a bit misleading. It's true that you can't have more than 10 gold, but the XP gained is dependent on your level, which is dependent
on your money spent. From the DDO FAQ: Q: What type of experience am I getting when I buy a mount? The type of XP you gain when you buy a mount depends on how much gold you spend on it and your level. As you can see, if you spent more gold on the mount, you will gain ba244e880a
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